
JAZZ & SOME MYSTERIOUS CASES OF MISTAKEN IDENTITY

If you're playing Monotony
& you roll two sixes,
pass go, collect your
$200 then land on Vanessa
Place

is that a sign
that your luck just ran out
or has it just begun?
Luck does roll around & it turns
out that she 'owns' six
projects but her hotel,
a facsimile of NY's 1930s Plaza
was rejected on the grounds 
that "tautological space is imp-
ermissible in the dimension of this
game".  Copyright's flag lies shredded
on the floor of the unbuilt lobby.
(jeers.)

Later you're broke & use your Community
Card stating "Seek Clemency.
And btw Good Luck."
V. Place Inc. delivers it to the Lit-
igation Committee but it's
mis-delivered to the Lit-
urgical Com & Evensong sounds
oddly familiar that day, as "Mercy, Mercy,
Mercy" cannonballs around the imp-
rovised sanctuary before the imp-
assive faces of the Corp's Directors.
Your case is heard & despite 
the aching alto sax's plea
you are found wanting.

Luckily the Jail
only exists on a single plane
& you are free to think yourself
free.

Rearrested at Picka-
something Circus you are brought 
to a hearing where the Hark-
ness table is disputed & the law
orders up reception desks,
stands, a bench & manifold blindfolds.
Someone courts the issue
Someone's offence has no defence
according to some
Someone remarks that contraceptualism



would return the baby to the bathwater
that we need 1930s racism to spark
2015's equal payback plan
that langwedge has had its day
that this is the tomorrow that yes-
terday promised to threaten us with
and in this now a white man asks a black 
lecturer "how then should I live, connect,
redress...?" & is told "I can't answer that
for you but I can tell you how you can die..."
(You can't imagine what another man feels
until you've felt the weight of his boot in your face).
Meanwhile in the imperial game of Mono
the community chest is bare,
the houses boarded up, hotels derelict. 
The banker & jail are the growth industry:
increase divided by growth/ no limit 
equals love minus bugger-all.
A brief to the Bench is read:

"It's a thankless task 
as an advanced intellect to be
conscience for the correctly-mela-
tonin-balanced masses in this age 
of so so-so social media.  
My intention in invoking a racist book
was to provoke a revolution in
tolerance:  my appropriation has been
savagely misappropriated by those whose cause
I supported."  A lawyer of a different stripe 
opined:  "Novel is just rehashed rehearsal
of imagined living;  such text repeated is cold
hash.  I propose J. H. Griffin's reportage
on his dark years in his variations of Langston 
Hughes' Dream as a starter text."
"But where is a girl to find a text 
that will flaunt her freedom & flay 
her like-skinned compatriots
when the Empire of White has started
to sink & her fellow-provocateurs have 
already gone overboard?"

The Prosecutor suggests
she try standing on a street corner
with a sign saying "Awake! 
& smell the coffee plantation".
Johnny Griffin (the one
in permanent black skin)
tears up Steal Away in 11/4 time
& hits John Howard G 
with a hard bop on the proboscis.



Outcome destroys intention as 
Lizzie* turns over in her grave:
her invention of Mono to teach 
the evils of capital 'O'-ownership has worked
the same way God taught us to love
so we could hate each other to death.
Meanwhile, busking at 125th Street 
on the MTA Kenny G is three minutes, 
note for note,
into Dolphy's solo on You Don't Know
What Love Is when he remembers something,
packs up his horn, goes home.

 


